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Book one of our




Cambridge photographers today!



Our network of Cambridge photographers (UK) includes a wide range of full time skilled professional photographers who are passionate about their work. Request a quote today and bag yourself a pro!

Request A Quote Call Us




	

Quote Request


Free, No-Obligation Quote Request Form

Fill out the form below, and we will get back to you asap. If for some technical reasons, the form below does not work, you can send us an email or if you have any immediate questions or prefer to speak with us directly, please don’t hesitate to reach out at +44 (0) 1223 927374.






Request A Quote Now





Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.


Name *

Email *

Phone number

Type of photography needed *———————
———————
Portrait photography
Couple photography
Family photography
Wedding photography
Website photography
Event photography
Corporate photography
Graduation photography
Gift Voucher
Other



Comment or Message *

GDPR Agreement *
	I consent to having this website store my submitted information so they can respond to my inquiry.








Message
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Monthly Offers


Every time you explore our Monthly Offers section you’ll discover a wealth of savings waiting for you. Delve into our promotions tailored specifically for you, our customer. Whether you’re on the hunt for a bargain or simply browsing for finds this is your go to place, for special deals that meet all your requirements. Bookmark our website. Make it a habit—because nothing beats booking your photography with us like saving with us.
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Wedding Corporate Portrait Graduation Event




	


	
Graduation Photography
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Graduating from Cambridge University? Allow us to immortalise your ceremony with stunning photography, or join you on a city tour, either solo or with family. We can meet at your college, the Senate House, or in town. Enquire today for pricing details.



Graduating from Cambridge Univ…




	
University Photography
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Graduation processions, boat dinners, May Balls, conferences, dinners, and more—our photographers delight in capturing all those Cambridge traditions, specifically for your University of Cambridge college.



Graduation processions, boat d…




	
Cambridge Family Portraits
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We’ll artfully capture cherished moments with your family, children, baby, or just yourselves, either amid Cambridge’s picturesque settings or comfortably at your residence. Feel free to switch outfits and showcase varied styles in your session. Simply share your preferred location with us, and we’ll joyfully meet you there, ready to create memories together!



We’ll artfully capture cherish…




	
Couple Photography
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Already embarked on the beautiful journey of marriage and desiring to capture moments of your union? Allow us to encapsulate your love through our lens with an hour-long couple’s photography session. Whether amidst the charming backdrop of Cambridge city centre or enveloped by the serene beauty of a nearby country park, we’re here to weave your moments into timeless memories.



Already embarked on the beauti…




	
Engagement Photography
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Embarking on marital bliss or renewing your vows, desiring a scenic town shoot with your beloved, or simply wishing to treat yourselves to a romantic photo shoot in Cambridge? We provide enchantingly priced sessions just for you.



Embarking on marital bliss or …




	
Pet Photography
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As a couple or a family seeking to eternalise moments with your cherished pet through photos, allow us to craft splendid images that you will treasure forever. Creating memories that transcend time, we invite you to connect with us today, ensuring those adorable, irreplaceable moments are captured with love and care.



As a couple or a family seekin…




	
Wedding Photography
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We would be thoroughly enchanted to assist in capturing every magical moment of your big day with our wedding photography! Familiar with all the venues in and around Cambridge and East Anglia, we bring local knowledge and a passionate approach to your celebration. Discover our pricing in the Wedding section, or reach out to us directly for a personalised quote. Your love story, immortalised, begins with a simple conversation.



We would be thoroughly enchant…




	
Children Photography
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We provide children photography in Cambridge, masterfully capturing the fleeting moments of their youth and the timeless essence of your family portraits. Enquire for a quote, and allow us to help you preserve those precious souvenirs while your family basks in the glow of youthful days.



We provide children photograph…




	
Food Photography
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Seeking exemplary food photography for your restaurant, university college, or chef’s portfolio? With experience capturing the culinary artistry of chef Mark Poynton & DeLuca restaurant and numerous Cambridge University Colleges, we’re here to illustrate your culinary tales. Reach out to us today!



Seeking exemplary food photogr…




	
Architecture Photography
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Does your building demand a just and glorious visual representation? Desire to showcase it in all its architectural splendour? We are here to meticulously craft that image for you! Simply detail your requirements in your quote request, and we’ll shape your vision into a stunning photographic reality.



Does your building demand a ju…




	
Corporate Photography
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In need of corporate photography, compelling headshots of your staff, cohesive team photographs, or striking stock images for a brochure, website, or archival purposes? We’re here to help encapsulate all those moments and visuals with finesse. Reach out to us for a personalised quote, and let’s begin crafting images that speak volumes about your team and brand.



In need of corporate photograp…




	
Short Wedding Photography
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Planning a Cambridge Register Office wedding and needing just a few hours of coverage or navigating a modest budget? We joyfully cater to short wedding photography sessions. No task is too small; we’ll capture your 1 or 2-hour wedding with the same fervour as a full-day celebration!



Planning a Cambridge Register …




	
Model Photography
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Seeking professional model photography to initiate or refresh your portfolio, or require a Z-card to enhance your modelling career? We’re here to assist you in crafting an impeccable collection of images that will eloquently communicate your versatility and charisma in the industry. Your journey towards a standout portfolio begins with our collaborative creation.



Seeking professional model pho…




	
Event Photography
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We revel in capturing people and the essence of events, where human interactions take centre stage. Boasting extensive experience in photographing events, whether it be a charity dinner, conference, garden party, award dinner, or University May Balls, we invite you to explore a fresh, dynamic approach to encapsulating those events emblematic of our city. Organising an event in Cambridge and in need of someone to immortalise it in pictures? Engage with us for a quote, and let’s weave your moments into a timeless visual narrative.



We revel in capturing people a…




	
Individual Portraits
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Should you require professional portrait photos for a fresh LinkedIn profile, dating website, or even a work portfolio (be it actor, singer, etc.), we are committed to capturing stunning images that truly represent you.



Should you require professiona…




	
Party Photography
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Has your son or daughter touched the milestone age of 21 and you wish to encapsulate the celebrations? Or perhaps you desire to immortalise your own or your partner’s significant 30, 40, 50… celebrations? Whether you require a photographer to document your company’s vibrant summer festivity or joyous Christmas party, your search concludes here. Secure a space in our diary today, ensuring those joyous moments transition into everlasting memories.



Has your son or daughter touch…




	
Creative Photography
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Desire enchanting pictures with your partner set against the backdrop of Cambridge’s most iconic landmarks? Allow us to infuse creativity and capture splendid photographs that weave your moments into the historic tapestry of the city. Reach out for a bespoke quote, and let’s create images where your memories and Cambridge’s charm entwine beautifully.



Desire enchanting pictures wit…




	
Horse Photography
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With a wealth of experience in capturing the majesty of horses through equestrian photography, we’ve elegantly chronicled endurance races in Thetford, Newmarket, and international locales. Delight in exquisite images that honour the grace and spirit of equestrian pursuits. Please reach out for further information, and let’s curate a visual narrative of equine elegance together.



With a wealth of experience in…




	
Cambridge photography
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Require images or stock photographs that encapsulate the captivating beauty of our city of Cambridge, whether for a brochure, your website, or perhaps to grace a festive Christmas card? Engage in a conversation with us about your specific needs, be it a commissioned piece or a selection from our rich archive of stock photographs, and let us assist in illustrating your narrative with the charm of Cambridge.



Require images or stock photog…
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Areas of Expertise


Our photographers know their job, they are passionate and very good at what they do.

Book our services today and get a friendly professional that will do the job at hand.





	
Competitive Pricing




We only charge for your photography coverage. There are no hidden costs, and because we work locally, there are no travel fees.




	
Knowledge Of The City




We know the city and its venues (university colleges, hotels, and wedding venues) very well. We have extensive knowledge of the best locations to shoot, and we are all based in Cambridgeshire.




	
Variety of Services




We currently offer the following services; anything else? Enquire on this site:

– Wedding photography

– Portrait photography

– Event photography

– Corporate headshot photography

– Corporate photography

– Commercial photography

– Website photography

– Engagement, pre-wedding and couple photography

– Family, children, baby and maternity photography

– Food photography

– Graduation photography in Cambridge

– University & May Balls photography

– Party & birthdays photography

– Ceremonies, award dinners and event photography

– Social networking and dating profiles photography

– Product photography

– Commissions for magazine articles

– Old photos restoration

– Live music photography in Cambridge

– Cambridge photography tours

– Photography training

– Photography workshops

– Cambridge stock photography

 

We do not have a studio but we can bring our portable studio backdrop, lights, and flashes to your offices, home, or location.




	
Great Photographers




We are friendly and unobtrusive. Our experience allows us to understand most requirements and even offer advice. Great communication between the client and the photographer is key to a successful shoot.









	

Portrait Photography





	
1

Good with people


We are great people photographers, and we are used to working with individuals as well as groups and we are friendly professionals who will make you feel at ease.




	
2

Portrait photography on location


The location for portrait photography is always a very subjective one. We always prefer to come to you, to capture you in Cambridge centre, or on a walk around the historic centre. We know what works best from years of experience. Cambridge centre offers many natural backdrops or greenery that we know are great portraits’ backdrops and we can guarantee that you will be pleased with the portraits we capture for you.
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Studio photography


At the moment, we do not offer studio photography as we do not own a studio. We can, however, bring a backdrop to your offices, home, or location, along with portable studio lighting and flashes, and shoot there. Just contact us with your requirements, and we will see how we can help you best.
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Competitive photography pricing


A portrait photography session will rarely go beyond one hour. That way, we can keep your level of interest high. That time is generally enough for us to get all the important shots. We are also happy to shoot engagement portraits before your wedding. Enquire about pricing when contacting us.











	

Event Photography





	
1

Invaluable Experience


In recent years, we have captured images at various events and been hired by local businesses: product launches, company opening parties, wine tastings, events at various restaurants, film premieres, garden parties, May balls, award dinners, private school parties, birthday parties, and ceremonies at Cambridge University colleges. Book with confidence.
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Event Photography Pricing


We always charge £160 for the first hour; subsequent hours’ fees may vary. Contact us to ask for a personal quote to photograph your event in Cambridge. Bear in mind that every job is different and conditions may apply. All images are provided subject to a license, unless previously stated.
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Professional Service


By booking one of our photographers to cover your event, you will be entitled to the following:

– All your print-ready post-processed digital images

– Online gallery of your high-resolution images

– Free downloads and the gallery remains online for over a year.
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Innovative ideas


We have a fresh approach to photographing events; timing is everything, and we have years of experience in that field. At the end of your event, we will put all your photos at your disposal in an online gallery for you to download. We do not currently offer printing on the night, but we can recommend someone who does.











	

Corporate Photography





	
1

Corporate Headshots


Do you need to capture corporate headshots of you or your employees in front of a white or colored backdrop at your premises? Just give us all the information necessary when you ask for a quote: How many employees should I photograph? How many locations? Any specific information (specific backdrop, etc.)? To help us quote you in the best possible way.
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Natural backdrop portraits


Do you need portraits shot against a natural backdrop, for your website or a brochure, of employees posing in front of some greenery, a lab, or any work environment, or a blurred backdrop? Contact us with your requirements, and we will be able to give you a precise quote.
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Corporate events


You are organising an event in Cambridge, and you want a photographer present to capture the crowd, the speakers, and the engaged audience in their best light. Any possible speeches? A company Christmas or summer party? A product launch? An award ceremony? We are great people photographers, and we will listen to your requirements to capture your event the best we can. Contact us today to book your date in our diary.











	

Commercial Photography





	
1

Photography on location


Do you need a particular location photographed? A new building, some interior design, a garden project, or want to create the timeline for a project month after month? Tell us about your requirements and we will photograph according to your wishes. We will often quote you on an hourly basis, as it is easier to work out unless it is for a specialised job.
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Portray a positive image


Professional commercial photography is important for those needing to portray a positive image of their company or their products to attract their customers’ attention, thus making them stand out from their competition and generating more sales. Whatever your needs—food photography, product photography, or architectural photography—we are here to help.
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Your website deserves the best imagery


We are always working concurrently with web designers, marketing and PR agencies, UK businesses and international firms, the press, architects, hotels, different brands, and design and advertising agencies. If you are a business in Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, or East Anglia and if commercial photography is important to you or your company, we would love to speak to you and help you tailor our photography to your specific needs.
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Commercial photography pricing


Pricing for Cambridge commercial photography: our first hour’s fee is always £160, subsequent hours’ fees may vary. For shoots further afield, in Cambridgeshire, East Anglia, or London, travel fees, as well as meals and accommodation fees, may apply. All the photographs are uploaded to your online gallery a few days after the shoot.











	

Family Photography





	
1

Children photography


We have many years of experience in kids’ and children’s portrait photography in Cambridge. We prefer meeting you at your residence or at a park nearby to photograph your children and family if needed, as pictures will always be more natural in familiar surroundings. Feel free to bring the family dog if you want, especially if it will help the kids relax.
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Newborn and baby photography


We also offer baby and newborn photography in Cambridge. Obviously, this is a much more specialised field compared to children’s portraiture, but we have a lot of experience in that domain, and our baby and maternity photographers know how to handle babies. We would most likely meet you at your house and bring all the necessary backdrops and accessories with us.




	
3

Expertise and a good eye


We have many years of experience in family portrait photography. Just talk to us regarding your requirements, and we will use your ideas in the best possible way. Please bear in mind that every family, child, and baby is different, and photography conditions will vary depending on the weather, mood, and many other factors. Patience may be required.
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Inclusive of every session


By booking our services for a family portrait in Cambridge, you will be entitled to the following:

– Keep all the post-processed images from the shoot

– Online gallery of your high-resolution images

– The gallery will remain online for over a year and you can share the link worldwide











	

Wedding Photography





	
1

Expertise and Quality


Select Cambridge Photographers for your wedding moments, ensuring the esteemed quality and value you warrant. With extensive experience in wedding photography, we provide unparalleled prices for our level of expertise. Inquire for a quote today!




	
2

Photography Coverage and Pricing


We offer whole wedding day photography coverage in Cambridge and Cambridgeshire for an all-inclusive price or hourly prices (available on our site); let us know which package you prefer.
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Inclusive of a full day coverage


A full wedding day coverage package includes:

– Initial consultation (face-to-face or via Skype)

– One wedding photographer

– 60+ wedding images per hour

– Post-processing of all your pictures

– Online gallery (free downloads) remaining online for over a year

You can add a second photographer (second shooter) for an extra fee.
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The Way We Work


We are great people photographers and we know our way around Cambridge and its wedding venues. Not only can you be safe in the knowledge that you are booking a fab professional photographer who will cover all the key moments of your day, but you can also be sure that we know most locations and venues because we have shot there many times.











	

Graduation Photography





	
1

Cambridge University graduation


You or a member of your family is graduating from Cambridge, and because it happens once in a lifetime, you want the event captured on camera. Do you want graduation photographs taken at your college, or do you want us to follow you on a tour of Cambridge’s historic centre? We can help you capture all those memories and many more on your graduation day.
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Cambridge graduation ceremony


Unfortunately, we do not have access inside the Senate House building itself or the Senate House gardens, where the graduation ceremony will take place. But we can capture everything else for you. At your Cambridge University college, during the procession to the Senate House, before and after your award ceremony, and afterwards in the historic centre of Cambridge old town. We can even meet you at your college afterwards. 




	


Private graduation photography


We can offer you private Cambridge graduation photography. Everything is possible apart from capturing your graduation ceremony inside the Senate House and on the Senate House grounds (Cambridge University rules are categorical, and they do not allow us to shoot at the Senate House). We welcome your graduation photography ideas, and we are happy to follow your lead if you know Cambridge well and would like to follow a precise route for your graduation photography shoot.
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Cambridge graduation dates


Cambridge graduation dates are precise dates during which graduation photography can occur. As you will be hiring your graduation robe for a few days, we are always very flexible and happy to photograph you in your graduation robe before or after the graduation day. Just let us know when you book our services.











	

Party Photography





	
1

Photography Coverage


We offer party photography in Cambridge, and we can cover your whole party in just a few hours. We are used to capturing this kind of event and will not disappoint you. Minimum coverage is one hour.
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Inclusive of all packages


The following is included in all our packages:

– Post processing of all your pictures

– Online gallery of your images

– Free downloads available




	
3

Good with people


We excel in people photography, effortlessly capturing all your parties with a friendly and professional touch, ensuring you and your guests feel relaxed and at ease. Skilled at working with all ages, from children’s gatherings and milestone birthdays (18th, 21st, 50th, etc.) to engagement celebrations, graduation events, and festive Christmas parties – if you can name it, we can shoot it!
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Competitive Party Pricing


We offer party photography in Cambridge and Cambridgeshire, East Anglia at large, and London. We offer competitive rates, and you will always know the full cost before we come to cover your party. Enquire about pricing when asking for your quote, and make sure you detail the number of hours needed beforehand and, if possible, the venue.











	

Photography for your website





	
1

Give life to your website


We capture bespoke images to elevate your website, ensuring it shines online through the striking photos we create for you. Collaborating with various local businesses like restaurants, pubs, e-commerce shops, corporate and product websites, website designers, and online marketing specialists, we’ve honed our expertise. Additionally, explore stunning Cambridge through our online stock photography image bank, providing you with exquisite images at your fingertips.
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Get more exposure


We tailor our work to your specifications, ensuring your products are showcased in the most favorable light and distinctively stand out. Offering photography with a pristine white backdrop or on location, we’ll convene at your premises or a chosen locale to help you attain your objective.
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Competitive Pricing


Each assignment is unique, and costs can vary, but we’ll provide a quote aimed at achieving optimum results and creating stunning images efficiently. Always request a quote prior to commencement to ensure a smooth, surprise-free process.
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Streamline your brand


We’re not only thrilled to enhance your website with our images but also delighted to craft pictures for all your marketing materials, including brochures, collaterals, business cards, online galleries, business vehicles, and more. Mention your needs during the enquiry stage, and we might seamlessly integrate them into your personalised quotation.
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Testimonials



Our clients are very happy with our work and services, and they tell us about it.

We hope that the testimonials below will make you want to contact and book us today!


	
Amazing experience! Worked with me to plan even though I was on the other side of the world. Pictures turned out great!

TannerAmazing experience!


	
I can not recommend this company enough. I made a call to Cambridge Photographers and we arranged to meet in Cambridge. The meeting was helpful and suited my busy schedule. I was coming from Ely and needed to get back to work. On meeting Cambridge Photographers, we discussed my requirements and I found them understanding, with great depth of knowledge and they were able to show me other examples of similar looks that I wanted. Cambridge photographers opened my eyes to photography and showed me the different types of looks I could achieve. This meeting was just over an hour and afterwards I knew I didn’t need to speak to anyone else. They were what I needed and wanted!!! These guys then travelled to Ely to help me achieve my looks and visions. They arrived on time and made me feel very relaxed and calm. I was nervous initially but once the areas were established and shown to Cambridge Photographers my nerves were gone and we achieved some amazing shots. I highly recommend Cambridge Photographers, One of Cambridge’s best kept secrets….. well not anymore. Keep up the great work Cambridge Photographers

James Nicholson


	
Cambridge Photographers are incredibly responsive and helpful and took wonderful photos at a party for our son’s graduation. Good value for money. The turnaround on posting the photos was extremely quick. Highly recommended.

Richard TrayIncredibly responsive and helpful.


	
My family and I were gifted a one-hour photoshoot with Cambridge Photographers. We were extremely happy with their work. They arrived on time at the appointment, made us feel comfortable from the very start, proposed many photo ideas, and was quick in completing the editing work. We highly recommend their services.

Alessandro DeiWe highly recommend their services.


	
I used Cambridge Photographers as they were top of Google for that very keyword, and they proved to be top guys in a lot of domains! From answering my enquiry within 5 minutes of sending it, to the way they liaised with me throughout the booking process, before the event, and afterwards. Their photographer was a very friendly guy, and he took amazing photographs at my event. I would highly recommend them to anyone needing people photography in Cambridge.

Oggi Tomic, Filmmaker & Director


	
The photos are fantastic! They’re exactly what I wanted, thank you so much!

Sarah,21st birthday party


	
Highly recommend Cambridge Photographers. Very friendly and had great suggestions for photos which all came out looking fantastic. Thank you.

Mairi HuntlyVery friendly


	
Thank you! The pictures are wonderful!

Amanda, AbcamGlad you enjoyed our services


	
We wanted a natural and un-staged feel to the photographs, they achieved this and exceeded our expectations. They even managed to overcome the typical British weather, providing us with a wide range of wonderful images!

Clare & Tom ScottAlways happy to help!


	
I asked Cambridge Photographers to take some pictures for my friends daughters 30th Birthday. From the start they were extremely helpful and informative. They came out to the property we were staying at and managed to capture the moment so well with their fantastic pictures. We are all super impressed with their service and wouldn’t hesitate to recommend them to anyone looking for memorial photos.

Susie WebbWe are all super impressed with their service!







	

Clients

We work for many customers locally and nationally.

Below is a non-exhaustive list of some of our customers.



Abcam

Judge Business School

Barclays

The Perse Foundation

The Pilkington Prize

Bromium

AstraZeneca

CanTest

Spotify

The Crane Event

Cambridge Film Festival

Fluidigm

The Daniels Group

University of Cambridge

Bellerbys College




Isaac Newton Institute

St John’s College

Queens’ College

Tourism New Zealand

Citrix

Jitsuin

Scibite

Altos Labs

CN-Bio

PWC

MG

Darktrace

Costello Medical

Brewers’ Inn, Milton

And many more…








	

Purchase A Gift Voucher



Have you ever considered buying a gift voucher in order to gift a photography session? It cannot be simpler… Just purchase a Cambridge photography gift voucher from us (two different values are available), and we will send you your printable voucher by email or by post. The recipient of the voucher can then contact us at their convenience to organise the photo shoot. The vouchers are valid for 18 months.

This year, we offer two different gift voucher values.

60 minutes: £160 | 90 minutes: £210

For that price, the person for whom you buy the voucher will spend the time booked with one of our photographers, and then after the shoot, they get to keep all the photos shot on the day that made it past the post-processing stage, and they will receive the link to an online gallery from which they will be able to download any image they want from it for free.

[image: Cambridge photographers gift voucher]

Let us know if you would like to purchase a gift voucher from us, contact us here, call us at +44 (0) 1223 927374 or use the buttons below to purchase a gift voucher directly.
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Cambridge Graduation Photography



Are you excited to capture one of the moments from your time at university? Lets seize the magic of your Cambridge graduation with our photography services. Picture yourself walking towards the Senate House feeling the excitement grow and then as you near the staircase holding your diploma.

Why stop there? Let us take you on a tour around the heart of Cambridge, where you can proudly wear your gown and strike a pose against the backdrops of ancient architecture. Imagine the memories we’ll create as we wander through the streets and colleges preserving these treasured moments for years to come.

If you prefer to add a personal touch, we’d be happy to meet you at your college for a customised photo session that highlights your alma matter’s unique charm. So are you ready to embark on this journey and create visual memories that will transport you back, to this important milestone every time you look at these stunning images?


*Please note that we are not able to enter the Senate House building or come onto the lawn for photos with your family anymore (the University is very strict and will not allow it)*

What will you get for the cost of your graduation photo shoot?

• One photographer

• Photography coverage of the number of hours booked (we capture roughly 50+ images per hour)

• Editing of RAW photographs in Photoshop

• Delivery of your high-res images via an online gallery

There are no extra fees once you pay for your shoot, unless you want to add more hours of photography coverage.


“My family and I had an unforgettable time with your photographer, and his pictures are excellent. He not only delivered creative pictures (our favourites include the balcony and the arch in the wall) but also provided a really enjoyable service throughout the entire graduation ceremony and also during the subsequent photoshoot (photo tour of Cambridge). We are so glad we booked him and would highly recommend him to anyone considering having their photos taken in Cambridge. He makes the whole experience very fun and comfortable. Thank you again for the service provided.” *Tan Family*



We will work within your photography brief and your event timings to capture all the events and family or friends guests at the location(s) of your choice, and more.

[image: Cambridge photographers graduation photography]

Contact us today to book your Cambridge graduation photography, and we will quote you when we know about the job needed and the length of your photography coverage. You can also call us at +44 (0) 1223 927374.




	

Cambridge Wedding Photography



Are you, in search of Cambridge wedding photography services for your big day? Your search ends here! Our lead wedding photographer boasts over 24 years of expertise in capturing weddings in Cambridge and beyond. We are a team of respectful and approachable photographers who excel at our craft and will document your wedding day with precision and discretion.

Following the ceremony, we will curate a gallery for you and your guests to access and download images at no cost. Should you wish to order a custom wedding album feel free to inquire during your face to face consultation, with your photographer.


[image: Cambridge wedding photography]

Having already covered most wedding venues in Cambridge and Cambridgeshire, we photograph at least one wedding a month at the Cambridge Register Office throughout the year, and we have taken photographs in every single college of Cambridge University. Rectory Farm, Longstowe Hall, South Farm, and further afield, The Old Hall in Ely and The Jockey Club Rooms in Newmarket.

Book your big day with us with confidence, and you will love your images. You will receive more images than most of our competitors, and your online gallery will have free downloads for you and your guests, which means you can all enjoy the day while we capture it ourselves.

	

Cambridge Wedding Photography Hourly Pricing





	
1

Wedding photography coverage (1 hour)


1-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

60+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

All inclusive fee: £175
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Wedding photography coverage (2 hours)


2-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

110+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

All inclusive fee: £350
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Wedding photography coverage (3 hours)


3-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

200+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

All inclusive fee: £525
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Wedding photography coverage (4 hours)


4-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

250+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

* Fee only available in Cambridge

All inclusive fee: £700
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Wedding photography coverage (5 hours)


5-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

300+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

All inclusive fee: £875
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Wedding photography coverage (6 hours)


6-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

350+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

All inclusive fee: £1,050
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Wedding photography coverage (7 hours)


7-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

400+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

All inclusive fee: £1,200
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Wedding photography coverage (8 hours)


8-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

450+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

All inclusive fee: £1,350
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Wedding photography coverage (9 hours)


9-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

500+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

All inclusive fee: £1,500
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Wedding photography coverage (10 hours)


10-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

550+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

All inclusive fee: £1,650
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Wedding photography coverage (11 hours)


11-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

600+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

All inclusive fee: £1,800
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Wedding photography coverage (12 hours)


12-hour photography coverage

One local photographer

650+ images

All images post-processed in Photoshop

High-resolution digital images

Full printing rights

Free downloads online gallery

All inclusive fee: £1,950
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We are now also capturing Nikahs at the newly-built Cambridge Mosque, and we know the best areas to take pictures there.

[image: Cambridge Mosque Nikahs]

Enquire today about your Cambridge wedding photography coverage and book your wedding date in our diary.
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Cambridge Corporate Photography



Hey there! Are you a little hesitant, in front of the camera? No worries we’ve got you covered! 

Being photographers we understand that getting that corporate portrait can feel overwhelming. Fret not, as we excel in creating an environment and ensuring everyone looks their absolute best.

Picture this; a laid back setting, light and a backdrop that complements your companys style. That’s our specialty! Whether you’re after headshots or vibrant group photos we’ll work our magic to reflect your teams character and expertise.

Guess what? We’ll come to you! Our portable studio setup with top notch lighting and backgrounds will be right, at your doorstep. No need to disrupt the workday – we’ll turn it into an hassle free experience.

Lets discuss your vision! Share your requirements with us and rest assured we’ll provide portraits that truly embody your brand essence. Because showcasing your self has never been this effortless (or fun)!

Don’t hesitate – get in touch today so we can prepare those picture smiles to shine bright! 📸


Cambridge corporate headshot photography

[image: Cambridge corporate headshots]

Cambridge portrait photography (natural backdrop)

[image: Cambridge corporate photography]

Our corporate photography and business portrait services, in Cambridge, are highly sought after. Whether you’re a corporation or a small company our professional photographers are here to meet all your needs for headshots and photography. We excel at providing top notch portraits for purposes such as business articles, press releases, websites, brochures and more. Our team is skilled at capturing portraits that truly showcase your brand essence. Additionally we specialise in capturing the essence of events, conferences and award ceremonies with results. If you’re planning an event or conference in Cambridge or nearby areas feel free to reach out to us.

We make it a priority to understand each clients needs so we can offer customized corporate photography services tailored to you. Once we have all the details about your requirements we’ll provide you with a quote. Please reach out to us regarding your project through our website contact form. Give us a call at +44 (0) 1223 927374 for discussions.

Our corporate portraits and event photography aim to present your team and company in the best light possible. With our expertise and attention to detail, you can expect professional grade images that leave a lasting impact. We are excited about the opportunity to collaborate with you.
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Cambridge Portrait Photography



Are you ready to showcase your self? Whether you’re looking for a portrait, for your website, LinkedIn profile or dating profile we are the photographers from Cambridge who specialize in capturing your confident and camera ready self.

In need of a headshot against a clean white or colored backdrop? We can bring our studio gear to your location to achieve that appearance. However we also excel in settings. Want to display your work in a lab environment or surrounded by natural outdoor beauty? We will immerse ourselves in your world to create portraits that reflect your personality.

Whatever portrait needs you may have our skilled team of photographers will ensure you feel comfortable in front of the lens. We will work closely with you to understand your vision and utilize our expertise in lighting, posing and more to showcase your brand.

Why settle for forgettable portraits when you can collaborate with artists who excel at bringing out your features? Get in touch today. Lets embark, on creating portraits that truly highlight your individuality.


[image: Cambridge Photographers portrait photography]


“I engaged Cambridge Photographers’ services to provide professional photos for business networking and a website. They quickly responded to my request, were professional yet friendly and personal throughput, reliable and trustworthy, and provided guidance and suggestions to obtain the best results. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend them to any prospective client or company.” Conrad Swinfield-Wells



[image: Cambridge Photographers portrait photography]

We are essentially storytellers, at heart. There is no platform for storytelling than the human face. Our true passion lies in capturing portraits that unveil the essence of an individual.

While we specialise in utilising the streets of Cambridge as a setting we also possess expertise in corporate portraiture with a clean timeless studio aesthetic. Our professional headshots, against a backdrop will elevate your business image with a touch of sophistication.

Regardless of the style of portraiture you desire we take pride in listening to your preferences. So when contacting us make sure to communicate your needs. The insight we have into your vision the effectively we can create images that authentically represent “you.”

[image: Cambridge Photographers portrait photography]

Let’s work together to craft portraits that go beyond capturing your features but also reflect your inner essence. These are the kind of photos that hold meaning for generations.

We’re excited to blend our love, for photography with your character as thats the secret, to creating portraits. Contact us today. Let’s begin this journey!

[image: Cambridge Photographers portrait photography]

Cambridge portrait photography needed? Send us a message, or call us on +44 (0) 1223 927374, to request a quote.




	

Cambridge Family Portraits



Why not book one of our Cambridge family portraits for your children or family in Grantchester Meadows, Wandlebury Woods, Magog Downs, Cambridge city centre, Jesus Green, or even close to where you live?

[image: Cambridge Photographers family photography]

Book one of our “Cambridge family portraits” sessions, and you get to keep all the photos taken during that time that make it past the post-processing stage. We deliver the pictures to you in digital form via an online gallery for you to look at or download images from (for free).

Typical Cambridge family portrait session

When you schedule a family photoshoot, in Cambridge, we’ll arrange to meet you at a chosen location (we avoid shooting at National Trust venues in Cambridge or the Botanical Gardens due to photo taking fees). We understand that it can take some time to feel comfortable so we’ll take a few minutes to chat and get to know everyone and discuss the types of photos you’d like. When photographing children being patient is key. We consider that in our timing too.

Our aim is to capture the essence of the location and make use of its potential whether its flowers in the background a water feature or even just nature. Anything that helps children engage with their surroundings is ideal. The attention span of children is known to be brief so we make sure to be well prepared.

We’re excited about the opportunity to welcome you to one of our family photography sessions, in Cambridge! Enquire today
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Cambridge Event Photography



Organising an event in Cambridge and in need of a dab hand behind the lens? Look no further! Whether it’s an awards dinner, conference, ceremony, company summer/Christmas knees-up, product launch or business soiree, we’re the event photographers you can bank on to capture all the action.

We’ll work closely with your photography brief and event timings to ensure no major moment goes unmissed. Expect snaps of guests and speakers looking their best, with artful positioning to get those all-important brand shots. Our aim? To make your event look an absolute smash hit through visuals that fairly jump off the page.

But it’s not just the official programme we’ll be documenting. We make it our mission to seek out all those priceless in-between moments too – the laughs shared, connections made, and memorable instants when your attendees are simply having a whale of a time. Those are the real keepsakes that will transport you back to the magic of the day.

So if you’re after event photography that is professional yet brimming with life and energy, you know who to call. We’ll be splashing those special moments with our signature flair and turning your Cambridge occasion into an unforgettable visual experience.

[image: Cambridge Photographers event photography]

Are you organising an event, in the town of Cambridge? If thats the case, we have the solution to ensure your precious moments are captured with artistry and professionalism.

Just picture having a photographer beside you meticulously capturing every smile every giggle and every memory that unfolds during your occasion. From the magnificence of locations, to the spirit of festivities we will be there to immortalize it all through our camera lenses.

Why settle for the ordinary when you can embrace the extraordinary? Our innovative perspective and welcoming demeanour will turn the experience into an amazing one as we seamlessly blend in with the ambiance seizing candid moments that authentically reflect the essence of your event.

So, why wait? Reach out to us today and let’s discuss the details of your upcoming Cambridge event. We’ll happily provide you with a personalised quote, tailored to your specific needs and vision. And if you prefer a more direct approach, feel free to give us a call at +44 (0) 1223 927374. We can’t wait to hear from you and be a part of your unforgettable celebration!
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Cambridge Couple Photography



Ahh, couple photography – the perfect way to capture that lovestruck feeling! These days, Cambridge engagement portraits are all the rage. Why not treat your better half to a gift voucher for a romantic photoshoot around town? It makes for a smashing birthday surprise. Or go ahead and book one of our couple photography packages or photo tours – just the two of you, posing amidst Cambridge’s dreamy backdrops.

Perhaps you’ve got something extra special in mind? We’d be honoured to immortalise that heart-melting wedding proposal or celebrate your newly-engaged bliss with an engagement shoot. Just imagine those swoon-worthy snaps adorning your ‘Save the Date’ cards!

For many couples tying the knot, an engagement portrait session serves as the perfect warm-up before their big day. A chance to get comfy in front of our cameras and indulge in a relaxing photoshoot where you two lovebirds can lap up all the attention.

So whether it’s for an intimate surprise or the first step towards ‘I do’, we’ll be there to capture those once-in-a-lifetime couple moments. Drop us a line, and let’s create some romantic photographic magic together!

[image: Cambridge Photographers couple photography]

Our services are quite popular amongst the American military bases dotted around Cambridge. It’s not uncommon for a couple to have a quickie wedding stateside before the newlywed husband gets deployed here. After months apart, they’re finally reunited in Cambridge and looking to reaffirm their bond through romantic photography.

We’ve had the honour of capturing many an intimate couple’s portrait session in those joyful reunion moments. It’s a privilege to freeze in time that overwhelming feeling of love regained after such a long period of absence.

Cambridge alumni are another core part of our clientele when it comes to engagement portraits. For those tying the knot abroad, there’s something uniquely meaningful about commemorating that next chapter right here in the city where they first met their blushing bride or dashing groom-to-be.

Our wistful spires and cobblestones make for symbolic backdrops as these former students celebrate building their lives and families together after falling in love within Cambridge’s historic walls. It’s a full-circle moment rich with nostalgia and hope for the future.

Enquire today about our couple photography or call us at +44 (0) 1223 927374.
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Contact Us


Book Cambridge Photographers services today, you will love the images we will take for you.

Fill out the form below, and we will then look at your requirements and get back to you with an exclusive quote.

We will get back to you as soon as possible. Also, feel free to give us a call at +44 (0) 1223 927374, or send us an email on cambridge.photographers@gmail.com






Send us a detailed message





Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.


Name *

Email *

Phone number

Type of photography needed *———————
Portrait photography
Couple photography
Family photography
Wedding photography
Website photography
Event photography
Corporate photography
Graduation photography
Gift Voucher
Other



Date (if applicable)

How did you find us?———————
Google
Bing
Yahoo
Word of mouth
Friend's Recommendation
Facebook Ad
Other



Comment or Message *

GDPR Agreement *
	I consent to having this website store my submitted information so they can respond to my inquiry.








Website
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